We investigate the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) in integrable models, focusing on the spin-1 2 isotropic Heisenberg (XXX) chain. We provide numerical evidence that ETH holds for typical eigenstates (weak ETH scenario). Specifically, using a numerical implementation of state-of-the-art Bethe ansatz results, we study the finite-size scaling of the eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuations of the reduced density matrix. We find that fluctuations are normally distributed, and their standard deviation decays in the thermodynamic limit as L −1/2 , with L the size of the chain. This is in contrast with the exponential decay that is found in generic nonintegrable systems. Based on our results, it is natural to expect that this scenario holds in other integrable spin models and for typical local observables. Finally, we investigate the entanglement properties of the excited states of the XXX chain. We numerically verify that typical mid-spectrum eigenstates exhibit extensive entanglement entropy (i.e., volume-law scaling).
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Introduction.-In classical physics the observation that at long times systems thermalize led to the birth of statistical mechanics as a very effective description of nature. However, the issue of how equilibration and thermalization arise in isolated quantum (many-body) systems is still highly debated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Recent years have witnessed a resurgence of interest in this topic [2, 4, , due to its relevance in cold atoms experiments [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . One possible mechanism explaining thermalization is the so-called eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [1, 3, 4, 17, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] .
The ETH can be stated follows: In the thermodynamic limit the eigenstate expectation value (EEV) O αα ≡ ψ α | O|ψ α of a typical few-body observable O in an eigenstate |ψ α of a many-body Hamiltonian H with eigenenergy E α (and energy density e α ≡ E α /L, with L being the number of sites) is equal to the microcanonical average O , at the mean energy density H/L = e α , i.e., O αα = O , with O ≡ N −1 (e α , ∆e)
Here ∆e is a small energy scale that can be sent to zero in the thermodynamic limit, and N (e α , ∆e) denotes the number of energy levels e γ in the energy window |e α − e γ | < ∆e. The underlying idea of ETH is that eigenstates with similar energy give similar EEVs. As a consequence, the standard deviation of the fluctuations,
the thermodynamic limit, which implies that O αα becomes a "smooth" function of e α . Still, two main interpretations of ETH are possible [25] . In the so-called weak ETH, "rare" (as opposed to typical [3, [69] [70] [71] ) eigenstates |ψ r , for which O rr = O , are allowed for any finite size. The behavior of the fluctuations reflects that the fraction of rare eigenstates vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. On the other hand, in the strong ETH these rare eigenstates are not present, i.e., all eigenstates are thermal. This difference is dramatically reflected in the finite-size scaling behavior of σ( O), and it is related to the difference between integrable [82] and non integrable models. In the latter the strong ETH holds, and it is now well established that fluctuations decay exponentially with system size [4, 26, 37, [74] [75] [76] [77] 80] . Exact diagonalization studies demonstrated that for typical observables σ( O) ∝ D −1/2 [75] , with D the dimension of the full Hilbert space. Oppositely, in integrable models a much slower decay is expected [4, 65] , which is associated with the presence of an extensive number of local conservation laws [82] . Yet, despite integrability, numerical studies of ETH are hampered by severe finite-size effects, and a precise finite-size scaling analysis of σ( O) is still lacking (see, however, Ref. 73 for a finite-size scaling study of ETH in the Lieb-Liniger model).
Summary of the results.-In this work, using a numerical implementation (cf. Ref. 83 for the details) of state-of-the-art Bethe ansatz results [84, 85] , we perform a finite-size scaling analysis of the ETH in the spin-1 2 isotropic Heisenberg (XXX) chain. Specifically, here we focus on the -spin reduced density matrix ρ . Given the state of the chain |ψ and a block A of contiguous spins, the corresponding ρ is obtained by tracing over the degrees of freedom of the remaining spins (block B) in the full-system density matrix ρ ≡ |ψ ψ|, i.e., ρ ≡ Tr B ρ [86] . From ρ it is straightforward to obtain any multi-spin correlation function with support on contiguous sites of the chain.
Our main result is that the weak ETH holds for all the matrix elements of ρ , meaning that for the vast majority of the eigenstates (i.e., typical eigenstates) one has ρ → ρ (with · denoting the microcanonical average), in the thermodynamic limit. This scenario is made rigorous by a large scale analysis of the eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuations of ρ . Precisely, we numerically demonstrate that fluctuations are normally distributed, and their standard deviation σ(ρ ) decays as σ(ρ ) ∝ L −1/2 , for large chains. Interestingly, the same behavior is observed in free models [25] , and it is in sharp contrast with the exponential decay found in non-integrable systems [75] . Moreover, using standard thermodynamics Bethe ansatz (TBA) results [87] [88] [89] (a) ρ 2 [1, 1] (b) ρ 2 [3, 3] (c) Re(ρ 2 [2, 3] 
Finite-size scaling of the ETH for the two-spins reduced matrix ρ2 in the XXX chain. (a)-(d) Matrix elements ρ2 [1, 1] , ρ2 [3, 3] , and ρ2 [2, 3] plotted versus the eigenstates energy density E/L. Panels (c) and (d) plot the real and imaginary part of ρ2 [2, 3] , respectively. Circles, squares, and crosses denote chain sizes L = 20, 40, 160. The data correspond to ∼ 10 4 eigenstates obtained from real solutions of the Bethe equations at fixed particle density x ≡ M/L = 1/4, with M the number of down spins (particles). In all panels the rhombi denote the result obtained from the ensemble representative state (ERS). All the matrix elements are well described by the ERS in the limit L → ∞. matrix obtained from typical mid-spectrum eigenstates of the finite chain. In particular, one has ρ → ρ ERS in the thermodynamic limit. From ρ we construct the conserved charges I n (n ∈ N) of the XXX chain [90] . Interestingly, we numerically observe that the EEV of the first non-trivial charge densities I n /L vanishes for typical eigenstates. One consequence of our results is that, despite the XXX chain being integrable, the unitary dynamics ensuing from thermal-like initial states might lead to thermal behavior at long times. This is also in agreement with the "general canonical principle" for thermalization that has been proposed in Ref. 3 . Finally, we investigate the entanglement entropy [86, [91] [92] [93] S ≡ Trρ log ρ of the ERS. We provide robust numerical evidence for the volume law scaling S ERS ∝ , which implies that typical midspectrum eigenstates exhibit extensive entanglement entropy.
The model and the method.-The spin-
where In the algebraic Bethe ansatz approach [94] the eigenstates of the XXX chain in the sector with given M are constructed from the so-called rapidities [94] . The rapidities are obtained by solving the Bethe equations
In principle, any choice of the so-called Bethe numbers
2 Z) identifies a set of solutions of (2) , and an eigenstate of (1) thereof, with energy eigenvalue E = α 2/(λ 2 α + 1). Although, in general, λ α ∈ C, here we consider only real rapidities, i.e., λ α ∈ R, ∀α. Moreover, we focus on the eigenstates with maximum magnetization S z T = S T , which implies λ α < ∞ , ∀α [87] . The corresponding Bethe numbers are given as
Finally, for each L we consider ∼ 10 4 eigenstates of (1), which are obtained by sampling uniformly the Bethe numbers {J α }. We should mention that here we choose ∆e → ∞, meaning that we are considering the infinite temperature canonical ensemble, instead of a microcanonical one. However, we anticipate that this does not affect our results.
Formally, for any eigenstate |{λ α } one can write the corresponding reduced density matrix ρ as ( {λ α }|{λ α } = 1)
where ε j = x, y, z, 0, and σ 0 ≡ I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Exact formulas for the multi-spin correlation functions appearing in (3) have been obtained recently within the algebraic Bethe ansatz approach [84, 85] . Their numerical implementation is a challenging task (cf. Ref. and the computational cost for calculating a generic matrix element of ρ is roughly ∝ L . Nonetheless, this method allows one to effectively calculate ρ for 6 and chains with L ∼ 100. We mention that this has been used in Ref. 83 to study entanglement properties of the excited states of the XXZ chain.
EEV fluctuations of ρ with = 2, 3.-Our main results are illustrated in Figure 1 focusing on ρ 2 . Figure 1 * is in general complex, and its real and imaginary parts are plotted in (c) and (d), respectively. In all panels the different symbols correspond to the chain lengths L = 20, 40, 160 at fixed particle density x = 1/4.
In the limit L → ∞ the vast majority of the eigenstates exhibit the typical energy density e typ ≡ E typ /L ≈ −0.2876 · · · (cf. Figure 3 for a precise analysis). This suggests, as expected, that for large L the infinite temperature canonical ensemble can be replaced with a microcanonical one centered around e typ . Correspondingly, Figure 1 (a) -(d) demonstrate that the eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuations of ρ 2 decrease upon increasing L, which implies that in the thermodynamic limit typical eigenstates yield the same ρ 2 , and one has ρ 2 → ρ 2 . This allows us to conclude that the weak ETH holds for ρ 2 . Finally, it is interesting to observe that, while in general ρ 2 [2, 3] ∈ C, one has Im(ρ 2 [2, 3] ) ≈ 0 at L → ∞.
All these findings can be better characterized within the TBA approach by constructing an ensemble representative state (ERS) for the typical eigenstates. In the TBA, instead of the eigenstates, one considers the rapidity (particle) densities p (λ), whereas sums over eigenstates are replaced by a functional integral over p (λ) as [87] 
. (4) Here h denotes the "hole" (i.e., missing rapidities) density, and
is the so-called Yang-Yang entropy. In the thermodynamic limit the integral in (4) 
]. The corresponding energy density, i.e., e typ , is readily obtained as e typ = 2 dλρ p /(1 + λ 2 ) [87] . Notice that the peaking of the eigenstates energy density around e typ (cf. Figure 1 (a)-(d) and Figure 3 (a)) in the thermodynamic limit is a consequence of S Y Y being extensive (cf. (4)).
For a finite chain, the condition¯ h /¯ p = (1 − 2x)/x implies that the saddle point is well approximated by the eigenstate (ERS) corresponding to the Bethe numbers , as shown in Figure 1 (i) .
We now turn to discuss the fluctuations of ρ 2 . These are illustrated in Figure 1 (ii), plotting the histograms of ρ 2 [3, 3] for L = 40 and L = 160 (the latter is shifted vertically for visibility). Similar results are obtained for other matrix elements (not shown). The dashed line is a gaussian fit, suggesting that the fluctuations are normally distributed, as for non-integrable models [75] . Their amplitude vanishes upon increasing L, as expected (cf. Figure 1 (a)-(d) ). This is numerically demonstrated for all matrix elements of ρ 2 in Figure 1 (iii) , by plot-
(dash-dotted lines are linear fits). One should remark that it is straightforward to derive that
, where in the last step the SU (2) invariance of H was used. This suggests that the weak ETH scenario for ρ 2 could be a trivial consequence of the behavior of the eigenstate energy density (cf. Figure 3 (a) ). In order to provide a more stringent check of our result, in Figure 2 we discuss ρ 3 . Figure 2 (a) plots all non-zero elements of |ρ 3 | versus L −1/2 . Full and empty symbols denote diagonal and off-diagonal elements, respectively. The matrix elements of ρ ERS 3 are shown as dash-dotted lines. Although finite-size effects are larger compared with ρ 2 (cf. Figure 1 (i) ), one has ρ 3 → ρ limit, as for ρ 2 (cf. Figure 1 (iii) ). Finally, we should mention that similar qualitative behavior is observed for ρ 4 .
The conserved charges.-It is interesting to consider the EEVs of the local conserved charges I n of the XXX chain [90] . For each n, these are obtained as particular linear combinations of the matrix elements of ρ n . Figure 3 Figure 1 and 2) . This is verified in Figure 3 
(the dotted lines are linear fits). Physically, the behavior of I 2 reflects the specific heat per site,
, being finite in the thermodynamic limit. Likewise, the result for I 3 supports a finite Drude weight for the energy current [95] [96] [97] .
Entanglement properties.-We now turn to discuss how the scenario outlined so far is reflected in the entanglement entropy S of the eigenstates of the XXX spin chain. Notice that entanglement properties of excited states of manybody Hamiltonians have attracted increasing attention recently [83, [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] . Figure 4 (a) plots the two-spin entropy S 2 versus E/L for different eigenstates of the XXX chain. The eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuations of S 2 decrease upon increasing L, reflecting the behavior of ρ 2 (cf. Figure 1) . In particular, in the thermodynamic limit one has S 2 → S chains of length L = 80, 160. We restrict ourselves to density x = 1/4 (high density) and x = 1/10 (low density). In both cases Figure 4 (b) provides a robust evidence of the volume law S ERS ∼ (the dash-dotted lines are linear fits). This allows us to conclude that typical mid-spectrum eigenstates of the XXX chain exhibit extensive entanglement (see also Ref. 112) , whereas other behaviors (for instance a logarithmic one as ∝ log( )) are associated with rare eigenstates. Notice that this should be reflected in the extensive behavior of the entanglement entropy after a quantum quench [40, [113] [114] [115] [116] .
Conclusions.-We performed a careful finite-size scaling analysis of the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) in the spin-1 2 isotropic Heisenberg (XXX) chain. Precisely, we focused on the -spin reduced density matrix ρ . Using a numerical implementation [83] of state-of-the-art algebraic Bethe ansatz results [84, 85] , we provided numerical evidence that ETH holds for typical eigenstates (weak ETH scenario). Specifically, we numerically demonstrated that the eigenstateto-eigenstate fluctuations of ρ decay as L −1/2 in the thermodynamic limit. This is in contrast with the exponential decay that is observed in generic non-integrable models [75] , for which the strong ETH holds. Although here we considered one specific model, and we restricted ourselves to ρ , it is natural to expect that the same result holds in other integrable spin systems and for generic local observables. Finally, we numerically verified that typical mid-spectrum eigenstates of the XXX chain exhibit extensive entanglement entropy.
Our results open several new possible research avenues. For instance, while here we restricted ourselves to eigenstates obtained from real solutions of the Bethe equations, it would be interesting to generalize our results including complex solutions (strings) [87] . Notice that for = 2 this should be straightforward using the techniques developed in Ref. [117] [118] [119] . Furthermore, it would be useful to characterize the scaling behavior of the entanglement entropy in eigenstates away from the middle of the energy spectrum. An intriguing direction would be to investigate the relationship between entanglement and the spectrum of the conserved charges (other than the Hamiltonian). In particular, it would be enlightening to study whether eigenstates at the edges of the spectrum give non-extensive entanglement entropy. Finally, it would interesting to extend our analysis to off-diagonal matrix elements of local observables, which are important to understand the approach to relaxation to a steady state after quantum quenches [78] .
